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We demonstrated the long-term clinical value of co-activating thigh muscles through hbFES strategy using high currents

and large surface electrodes. This Vienna Strategy is able to reverse, at clinically relevant levels, the adverse effects of

Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), even in the worst-case scenario of complete lesion of lower motor neurons, as it may occur in

complete conus and cauda equina syndrome. Continued regularly, hbFES for denervated, degenerating muscles helps to

maintain healthier leg muscles and skin, reducing the risks of life-threatening SCI complications.

By products of these studies are new approaches for counteracting aging muscle atrophy, new color clinical imaging of

muscle tissue and Machine Learning Predictive Systems for skeletal muscle diagnostics and managements.
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1. Introduction

Muscle atrophy is a muscle loss that occurs inexorably during late aging  or earlier with prolonged malnutrition, bed

rest, neural and skeletal muscle injuries, chronic cardiovascular and respiratory failures, diabetes, sepsis, and cancer. It is

a dismal truth that human muscles naturally decline from the age of 30 years and there are innumerable neuromuscular

disorders, which induce muscle atrophy, impairing the mobility of patients. Ill and elderly people generally spend very little

time in daily physical activity. The resulting disuse atrophy limits more and more patient independence confining people to

wheelchairs, beds, and to prolonged hospitalizations . Together with septic and oncologic cachexia , extreme

sarcopenia characterizes complete, irreversible denervation of skeletal muscles, whose early stages of mild and severe

atrophy evolve finally in fibro-fatty degeneration of muscle tissue .

1.1. Counteracting muscle atrophy

Severely ill people, and even the extreme elderly, may counteract muscle deterioration by working to maintain the majority

of their skeletal muscles in the best possible shape . All chronic and progressive muscle impairments need

permanent management. An effective and low-cost option is to educate people and patients on how to do physical activity,

regardless of whether it is volitional  or electrical stimulation-induced exercise for those persons, which are not willing or

able to move as needed . Cardiovascular and respiratory rehabilitation for patients actually aims to reverse muscle

atrophy and weakness . Balance between costs and benefits is debated , but many practitioners recognize the

value of electrical stimulation in their daily clinical practice .

Direct spinal cord stimulation promises to revolutionize the management of thoracic-level spinal cord injury (SCI) patients

. Unfortunately, this approach may be applied only to SCI patients with upper motor neuron lesion. While this approach

deserves further validation and dissemination, there are SCI patients with complete lower motor neuron lesions (e.g.,

those suffering complete lesions of conus and cauda), which cannot be enrolled, i.e., those with permanent, irreversible

denervation of skeletal muscles.

In the latter peculiar cases, we will show that it is possible to recover functional standing exercises by a surface home-

based functional electric stimulation (hbFES) rehabilitation strategy . The high intensity of the hbFES regime required to

activate permanently denervated muscles is extremely painful for normal persons, and therefore is limited to patients with

loss of peripheral sensation as it occurs in the complete lesion of conus and cauda equina.

Here we add that the purpose-developed electrical fields delivered to ventral aspects of the thigh muscles by anatomically

shaped large surface electrodes  produce clinically relevant recovery of the hamstring muscles  and of the thigh skin

. A believed drawback, co-activation of non-targeted muscles, is indeed responsible for a positive clinical result.
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1.2. Evidence of permanent long-term denervation 

Complete and permanent denervation of right and left quadriceps muscles was assessed before and after two years of

hbFES by test electrical stimulation (Figure 1), needle electromyography, and both transcranial and lumbosacral magnetic

stimulation, as previously described [Quantitative Muscle Color Computed Tomography in compliant and non-compliant

patients].

 

Figure 1. Complete and permanent denervation of quadriceps muscles has been confirmed by test electrical stimulation

before and after two years of hbFES. Panel (A) shows the single twitch characteristics of the electrical stimulation test at

the enrolment of SCI patients in the EU RISE Project. Normal innervated muscles respond at 1.0 ms twitch stimulation.

Denervated muscles tested days or weeks after SCI may respond to 2.5 ms or 5.0 ms twitch stimulation. Patients with

complete muscle denervation tested 12 or more months after SCI may only respond very weakly to 145 ms long impulses.

Three to five years after SCI, muscles seem to be unexcitable even using electrical stimuli longer than 150 ms, but after

several (4–12) weeks of hbFES Vienna training, permanent denervated muscles recover contractility. During the first

months of hbFES training the denervated myofibers respond to shorter and shorter test stimuli , but even the best

responder SCI patients never return able to respond to test stimuli shorter than 40 ms (panel (B)), not only with

macroscopic contractions, but also with minimal contractions checked by ultrasound analysis, i.e., by functional

echomyography.

1.3. hbFES of Permanent Denervated muscles by Surface Electrical Stimulation 

Two large electrodes (each 200 cm2) were fixed on the skin of the ventral aspect of the thigh fully covering the quadriceps

muscles. The proximal electrode was near the inguinal fold, the distal near the knee with a minimal void in between. The

electrical stimulation was applied to skin and muscles by a purpose developed stimulator and anatomically shaped large

electrodes. They are all commercially available thanks to the generosity of Schuhfried Company, Vienna, Austria (see at

http://schuhfriedmed.at/stimulette-en/stimulette-den2x-) . Electrical stimulation protocol started three weeks after skin

biopsy, both before and after the two years of hbFES . The progressive hbFES management was personalized to the

functional characteristics of the denervated muscles, i.e., mainly to SCI timespan at enrollment, never earlier than eight

months from SCI. Usually, it started with 150 ms  long single electrical impulses, when denervation time was longer than

two years. Patients were provided for free with stimulators and electrodes to perform hbFES for five days every week.

During early training, the two large conductive-polyurethane electrodes were fixed on the thigh, uby wetsponge-cloth

 fixed by elastic cuffs. As the skin adapted to the needed high currents, gel was placed under the polyurethane electrodes

to attain minimal impedance. The electrodes were flexible enough to provide homogeneous current distribution. The

training strategy consisted of four stimulation programs. At the beginning, they were biphasic stimulation impulses of long

duration (120–150 ms, 60–75 ms per phase) and high intensity (up to ± 80 V and up to ± 250 mA). The subjects

underwent clinical assessment and electrostimulated knee torque test every three months by physiatrists (Physical

Medicine and Rehabilitation Physicians), who progressively modified the parameters and the training protocol according

to the improvements of excitability and contractility of the thigh muscles. After the early phase of hbFES, the routine daily

training consisted of twitch and tetanic stimulation patterns in sessions lasting 30 min for gluteus, thigh, and lower leg

muscles on right and left legs [21]. The impulse duration was progressively shortened according to the improving

excitability and contractility of the muscles. When the denervated muscles recovered the ability to respond with sustained

contractions to burst of stimuli (40 ms  impulse duration, 10 ms  pause = 20 Hz frequency), the hbFES protocol was

changed to repetitive tetanic stimulation. These tetanic contractions further improve force and mass of quadriceps muscle,

up to the ability to allow for standing up and stepping-in-place training . This functional adjusted strategy (see Figure 2)
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is mandatory to obtain the clinically significant increase in quality and quantity of the thigh muscles (demonstrated in

Figures 3 and 4) and the remodeling of epidermal layers of the skin . Notice that Figure 4 demonstrates that the

anti-atrophy effects of hbFES applied to the quadriceps muscle is extended to the non targeted hamstring muscles. 

Figure 2. Parameters for progressive hbFES strategy of long-term permanently denervated human muscles. The

progressive training starts, usually more than nine months after SCI, with bursts of stimulation duration (SD) of 4 s and a

stimulation pause (SP) of 2 s. Notice that the burst contains impulses with an impulse duration (ID) of 150 ms and an

impulse pause (IP) of 400 ms to activate severely atrophic muscle fibers, able to respond only with twitch contractions.

This first period of conditioning last usually 3–5 months, but could be shortened, if the hbFES starts earlier than six

months from SCI. When at successive follow-up the muscle presents higher excitability and stronger twitches, the ID can

be reduced to 80 ms and SD increased to 5 s for another four months. When in the following follow-up test stimulation

shows that the muscle respond to ID of about 40 ms, the next training phase implement tetanic burst stimulation of 3 s SD

and 3 s SP with impulses of 40 ms ID and 10 ms IP (20 Hz frequency). The induced tetanic contractions are potent trophic

factors that increase muscle mass, density and diameter of muscle fiber and then force, inducing in sitting position leg

extensions without and then with additional weights on the ankles of the patients (progressive resistance training). When a

good muscle condition is achieved, which depends not only to the training intensity but also to the time span of

denervation, standing, stepping-in-place, and walking exercises can be performed using continuous stimulation (controlled

by an external switch) with 40 ms ID and 10 ms IP.

Figure 3. Colored cross-sectional area of the quadriceps muscle before and after one or two years of hbFES. In a 49-

year-old female patient, 2.5 years after denervation, at enrollment (a), after one year (b), and after two years (c) hbFES.

The increase of muscle bulk, as shown by color CT scan analyses, is clearly present after one year of hbFES and

continues during the second year of training. The muscle recovery is present also in the hamstrings, in particular after two

years of hbFES. Color code for the quadriceps muscle: red = normal muscle, orange = atrophic muscle, blue = connective

tissue, yellow = intramuscular fat. 
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Figure 4. Denervated quadriceps and hamstring muscles respond to hbFES years after SCI. Patient A: (a) quadriceps

muscle at one year post-SCI, no hbFES; (b) muscle in panel “a” after two years of hbFES. Patient B: (c) hamstring muscle

at one year post-SCI, no hbFES; (d) muscle in panel “c” after two years of hbFES; (e) Patient C: quadriceps muscle at

three years post-SCI, no hbFES; (f) muscle in panel “e” after two years of hbFES. Patient D: (g) hamstring muscle at

three years post-SCI, no hbFES; (h) muscle in panel “g” after two years of hbFES (i). Total area of muscles a–h (j).
Quantitative computed densitometric analyses of tomography, muscles a–h. (Reproduced with permission from ).

1.4. The recovery of Permanent Denervated Muscles from atrophy and degeneration by hbFES is not
secondary to a reinnervation process. Evidence by Test Stimulation

Complete and permanent denervation of quadriceps muscles has been confirmed by test electrical stimulation before and

after two years of hbFES. In Figure 1, Panel (a) shows the single twitch characteristics of the electrical stimulation test at

the enrolment of SCI  patients in the EU RISE  Project. Normal innervated muscles respond at 1.0 ms twitch stimulation.

Denervated muscles tested days or weeks after SCI may respond to 2.5 ms or 5.0 ms twitch stimulation. Patients with

complete muscle denervation tested 12 or more months after SCI may only respond very weakly to 145 ms long impulses.

Three to five years after SCI, muscles seem to be unexcitable even using electrical stimuli longer than 150 ms, but after

several (4–12) weeks of hbFES Vienna training, permanent denervated muscles recover contractility. During the first

months of hbFES training the denervated myofibers respond to shorter and shorter test stimuli , but even the best

responder SCI patients never return able to respond to test stimuli shorter than 40 ms (panel (b), not only with

macroscopic contractions, but also with minimal contractions checked by ultrasound analysis, i.e., by functional

echomyography. 

1.5. The recovery of Permanent Denervated Muscles from atrophy and degeneration by hbFES is not
secondary to a reinnervation process. Evidence by Quantitative Muscle Color Computed
Tomography in compliant and non-compliant patients

We determined the gross anatomy of the thigh muscles and the extent of their atrophy/degeneration using quantitative

muscle color computed tomography (QMC-CT) . QMC-CT uses the Hounsfield units for tissue characterization.

Soft tissues were quantitated as subcutaneous fat, intramuscular fat, low-density muscle, normal muscle, and fibrous-

dense connective tissue. To measure muscle degeneration, the pixels within defined ranges of Hounsfield units were

colored (red for normal muscle, yellow for intramuscular adipose tissue, green and blue for loose and fibrous connective

tissues, respectively) . Quadriceps muscles degenerate dramatically as a consequence of long-term denervation in SCI

patients. These muscles become thinner and their characteristic single bellies are not easily recognisable, except in the

rectus femoris (RF). Therefore, to assess muscle density during and after hbFES, RF became the target muscle to

quantify the expected morphological changes. Thus, after the patients were subjected to CT scans of the thigh muscles,

the datasets were segmented via the MIMICS software, to gather information about their density in HU, as well as to build

three dimensional (3D) models in order to analyse the anatomical evolution during and after hbFES 

. 
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1.6. The recovery of Permanent Denervated Muscles from atrophy and degeneration by hbFES is not
secondary to a reinnervation process: Evidence by 3D gross anatomy and muscle density of the
Rectus Femoris (RF)

Figure 5.A shows the evolution of muscle density throughout the years, representing a 3D model of the right femur (in

white) and rectus femoris (in red), for every year of the study . The first year is denoted as the year 0, immediately

before the FES protocol started four years after SCI. Then, the patient was measured regularly during 5 years since the

beginning of the FES, and one last time 4 years after stopping FES. Compared to the year 0, an evolution in the muscle

shape is noticeable after the beginning of the FES. Certainly, the muscle size is increased than the previous year.

However, after the FES protocol stopped, the dataset shows a thinner/smaller muscle, which resembles the one pre-FES.

The difference throughout the years is also noticeable in the data plotted in Figure 5.B, where each dataset plots the

average HU value of the muscle, as well as their standard deviation. For each year after year 0, the HU value increases

until dropping considerably after the FES was stopped. These results confirm what is seen in figure 5.A, where a denser

muscle appears while being stimulated but that size reduced when the stimulation was suspended for four years.

Figure 5. (A) Muscle density of rectus femoris throughout the years. (B) Plots of the average HU values of the RF muscle

and their standard deviation.

Table 1 below is a summary of all the results of the patient's datasets throughout the years, with first the average and

standard deviation of HU, that are plotted in figure 5.B. Then the muscle volume is presented in mm3 as well as its

relative variation in % compared to the year 0. We can see that every year post FES (apart from year 2, which still has an

increased volume than year 0), the volume variation is increased. When the FES stopped, the results four years later

show a decrease of volume of 30,5% even if compared to the year zero, i.e., pre-FES.  

Finally, the last rows show the absolute values of fat, connective tissue and muscle percentages, as well as their
percentage variation compared to year 0. To separate each component, we chose HU intervals: Fat: -200 to -10 HU,
Connective tissue: -9 to 40 HU, Muscle: 41 to 200 HU. If we observe the relative variation, we can see that the fat
decreases almost steadily after the stimulation, with around 7% less than pre-FES. When the FES stops, the fat
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percentage rises to 27% more than before the FES, representing 35% of the organ. The opposite behavior is observed for
the muscle tissue. Its percentage variation is highly increased throughout the years post FES, with 18,66% more after 5
years. Then, when the electro-stimulation stops, it drops to -25% compared to year 0, representing only 19% of the organ.

In summary, Figure 5 and Table 1 confirm that in a compliant patient permanent denervated muscles respond to hbFES
for several years, even several years after SCI, and that the positive results disappear if the patient is no longer compliant.
Thus, we may conclude that the positive effects were related to the direct  trophic effects of hbFES-induced muscle
contractions, not to muscle reinnervation.

2. Byproducts

2.1. Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation Appropriate for Elderly People

Standing on the results of the EU RISE Program, the Colleagues of Vienna, Austria designed and realized stimulators for

home-based neuromuscular electrical stimulation appropriate for elderly people. As described in Kern et al. , elderly

persons performed neuromuscular electrical stimulation training at home. Results demonstrated that when training for

nine weeks (two times a week 3 × 10 min for each session), neuromuscular electrical stimulation for elderly persons is

safe and effective. All subjects achieved neuromuscular electrical stimulation-induced full knee extension. The outcomes

included a significant increase in muscle strength and an increase in the number and size of fast myofibers, that are the

first to respond to electrical stimulation and whose content and size are correlated to muscle strength. In muscle biopsies,

Pax7- and NCAM-positive muscle satellite cells were also increased in the absence of muscle damage and cellular

inflammation . Finally, there are many applications of in-home or in-hospital functional

electrical stimulation managements of disuse muscle atrophy related to organ diseases, from chronic cardiovascular

failures to functional electrostimulation cycling in SCI .

2.2. Machine Learning Predictive Systems

A further byproduct is a predictive system based on radiodensitometric distributions from mid-thigh CT images. Muscle

deterioration in elderly individuals is commonly characterized by loss of muscle strength and replacement of lean tissue

mass with inter- and intra-muscular adipose tissue. These phenomena are independent mortality risks in aging

individuals. The incidence of muscle deterioration in aging, commonly referred to as sarcopenia, significantly affects the

quality of life and physical activity of aging individuals . Machine learning (ML) algorithms, are becoming increasingly

used in healthcare data applications. The increased availability of healthcare data and the continued development of big

data analytics methods has driven the success of ML modelling in many quantitative fields, such as medical image

processing or predictive system development, as well as other specialties such as neurology, cardiology, and oncology 

. Mid-thigh computed tomography (CT) images from the Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility (AGES) dataset

have been used to quantitatively characterize subject-specific changes in soft tissue using a novel method known as non-

linear trimodal regression analysis (NTRA) . The NTRA method works by generating soft tissue regression profiles

described by 11 unique NTRA model parameters. The utility of these parameters in quantifying differences in fat, lean

muscle, and loose connective tissue was first explored in comparing young, aging, and pathological subjects. Results

from this work illustrated the sensitivity of NTRA parameters to changes in soft tissue and suggested the employment of

this method in the context of a larger CT image database. The Age Gene/Environment Susceptibility Study (AGES-

Reykjavík) is an Icelandic dataset designed to examine risk factors and gene/environment interactions in relation to

disease and disability in aging people. This dataset was assembled using 3152 volunteers from 66–92 years of age

analyzed at two time points separated by five years. The AGES-Reykjavík dataset thereby presents a unique opportunity

to employ big data analytics methods such as ML modelling . As ML algorithms have illustrated strong predictive value

in the regression of body mass index (BMI) and isometric leg strength (ISO), the study sought to demonstrate their

prediction using NTRA parameters obtained from CT mid-femur cross-sections in the AGES-Reykjavík dataset. Results

from this work further consolidate the predictive power of NTRA using BMI and ISO as test parameters. The method is

useful in prediction studies of mobility and cardiocirculatory diseases . Further investigations of the correlations

between these parameters and the consequent risks could further expand the field of translational myology to sarcopenic

muscle degeneration and its downstream effects on the health of the elderly.

3. Conclusions

We demonstrated the long-term clinical value of co-activating thigh muscles through hbFES strategy using high currents

and large surface electrodes. This Vienna Strategy is able to reverse, at clinically relevant levels, the adverse effects of

SCI, even in the worst-case scenario of permanent lower motor neuron denervation of leg muscles in complete conus and
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cauda equina. Continued regularly, hbFES for denervated, degenerating muscles helps to maintain healthier leg muscles

and skin, reducing the risks of life-threatening SCI complications.

We hope that international physiatrists will collaborate in new independent multi-center trials for denervated, degenerating

muscles recovery by hbFES. Involvement of physiatrists and physiotherapists will be helpful in other centers worldwide,

including where there is already interest, such as in Brasil and Russia , to offer to these relatively rare SCI

patients with permanent complete damage of conus and cauda equina the opportunities they deserve.
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